
S.No. Clause No.Details/Suggestion Firm/Railway Comment RDSO Remark

1 New SECR: In Control phone of some make, it 

was found that speech was OK, buzzer was 

defective but while ringing, ring back tone 

was received by the controller. It is also 

observed at some stations that when buzzer 

is removed & shorted in Control phone  ring 

back tone is received at controller's 

equipment which causes confusion that the 

Control phone is working properly while it is 

actually not so.

M/s AVPL: In our Control Telephone (IRS: TC-38/97) the Ring Back Tone (RBT) is taken 

from the Buzzer itself. In case Buzzer is defective/ not present the RBT will never appear. 

This is very much a Positive RBT as discussed in your letter

Agreed :  New Clause is added in the 

specification. "The controller shall not get the 

Ringback Tone in case of buzer of  four wire 

way station control telephone is 

defective/Open/Short." The same shall be 

ensured during acceptance test by inserting test 

for RBT when Buzzer gets 

defective/open/short.

M/s Epsilon: Clause No. 5.3 & 5.8.2

In the above Clause it is not mentioned anywhere that, when Buzzer becomes faulty (open),    

the RBT shall not go to the Controller.

M/s IDISCO: POSITIVE RINGING :- Ensure that the RBT is not received when the 

buzzer is not ringing that is it is defective .

Two types of defects are found in the buzzer (a) the oscillator circuit is defective or the 

buzzer diaphragm is disconnected that is the wire sticking to the diaphragm is open. It has 

been observed that defective oscillator circuit is rarely found most of the time the 

diaphragm is defective.in this case circuit will give oscillating output but sound will not be 

produced Taping the RBT signal from the oscillator circuit ( freq. 2.5 to 3.14 KHz) may not 

help in positive ringing if the diaphragm is defective.                                                                                                                                                                 

So for actual positive RBT we will have to use sound level sensor but it will again feed the 

noise also alongwith buzzer sound. so we feel that this amendment is specification will not 

be much usefull and should not be implemented.

M/s Bentron: After the buzzer in the telephone is activated, a ring back tone shall be

automatically transmitted to the control office in acknowledgement of the receipt of ring. 

The level of the ring back tone when measured as trans terminal of the telephone shall be 

within –6dBm to –10dBm and frequency shall be within 300Hz to 3.4KHz. If buzzer 

terminal is open or short, then no

ring back tone will be available across trans terminals of the telephone.                                                     

Reason: Positive Ring Back tone. 

Reason Document of Specification for Four Wire Way Station Control Telephone as per IRS:TC:38/97
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2 New SECR:  In the RDS0 specification No tests 

for frequent bending has been specified. It is 

suggested that such tests should be 

introduced for the coiled cord in which the 

coiled cord is subjected to multiple 

stretching, (may be million times) and to see 

that after this stretching stress, the

individual conductors don't get broken as 

determined through electrical continuity in 

stretched condition and also in relaxed 

condition.                                             Also, 

the coil length should not get increased by 

more than 10% after this

operation.                                             Such a 

test is lacking and if introduced it may prove 

a great reliability enhancer.

M/s AVPL: The Cords used by us are made of Tinsel wires and used after stringent Quality 

Control. However, of late we are facing difficulty in procuring good quality coil cords; 

either the material is becoming obsolete because of poor demand and/or low cost or the bad 

quality cords are produced to meet their manufacturing cost. We have noticed that in such 

cords poor material is used resulting in cracks, breakage, poor conductivity, distortion etc. 

There are hardly one or two Vendors for this item and putting further testing burden on 

them may aggravate situation. As an old RDSO Vendor for this item, we may disclose the 

business viability: it’s a low-cost item, manufacturing this item is already consuming lot of 

energy, skills and resources. The demand for Control Telephone (IRS: TC-38/97) has 

receded in the last few years, thus from Vendor’s scope, market feasibility and technical 

viability are at stake. Further introduction of testing norms and/or increasing testing cycles 

may result in weeding out of existing 1-2 Approved Vendors for this item.                                                                    

Suggestion: RDSO may replace the existing coil cord and introduce/replace with 

commercial cord with RJ11 connector (picture attached) which are extensively used in P&T 

Telephone of BSNL, MTNL; Press to Talk (PTT) switch maybe given on the telephone 

body. We are sure rest of the parameters maybe matched to meet Railway Telecom 

requirements.

Agreed: As it is low value item and limited 

vendor for the supplier of control phone, 

introduction of the test for coil is cumbersome. 

However for assurance of the quality Supplier 

Test Certificate shall be submitted by the 

vendor during acceptance test for confirmation 

of Tinsle wire used in the coil cord for the lot.

M/s Epsilon: Clause No. 4.11

we are procuring tinsel wire coil cord from ISO Approved source. Due to unavailability of 

RT200, we are using RT150 ± 20%. Please go through the amendment issued by

RDSO, Lucknow Letter No. STT/RE/TL/CWSE/SC/342/II Dated 16/20.12.2016 (Clause 

No.(4.1).

M/s Bentron: If coiled cord is made of tinsel wire, automatically the live span and

elasticity will be increased. As per our knowledge there are only one supplier (Old ITI

ancillary unit) who can supply coiled cord made of tinsel wire. Please ensure that

every manufacturer should use coiled cord made of tinsel wire. As per our opinion no

other test is required. If you allow us to use multi strand cupper wire instead of tinsel

wire then you can add some other test. 

M/s INDISCO:The Coil Chord is the raw material of all the manufacturers of Control 

Telephones.                                                                                                                    It is 

sourced from the reputed manufactures of the COIL CHORDS. So all the specified tests 

will be done by the coil chord manufacturer. so it is essential that RDSO develops the 

proper manufacturers of these coil chords and we source this item from them. The different 

desired tests may be conducted while approving these sources.
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